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Michael Walter (QuSoft
An introduction to discrete phase space and Scchur-Weyl duality

The Cliforr  roup is a central o ject in many su ielrs of quantum informatonn most 
prominently in quantum fault-tolerance. I will  ive an introructon to the theoryn with an 
emphasis on riscrete phase space methorsn anr riscuss a num er of useful results anr 
applicatons -- from the statstcal propertes of Cliforr unitaries to an al orithm for 
retectn  sta iliger states  iven only few copies. These resultsn o tainer in joint work with 
Davir Gross anr Sepehr Negamin can  e unrerstoor via a variant of Schur-Weyl ruality that 
cleanly characteriges the space of operators which commute with the tensor powers of 
Cliforr unitaries.

Earl Camp ell (University of Shefelrt
Scimulation oof quantum circuits by lowi-rank stabilizer decompositions

Recent work has explorer usin  the sta iliger formalism to classically simulate quantum 
circuits containin  a few non-Cliforr  ates. The computatonal cost of such methors is 
rirectly relater to the noton of sta iliger rankn which for a pure state ψ is reiner to  e the 
smallest inte er χ such that ψ is a superpositon of χ sta iliger states. Here we revelop a 
comprehensive mathematcal theory of the sta iliger rank anr the relater approximate 
sta iliger rank. We also present a suite of classical simulaton al orithms with  roarer 
applica ility anr si niicantly improver performance over the previous state-of-the-art. A 
new feature is the capa ility to simulate circuits composer of Cliforr  ates anr ar itrary 
ria onal  atesn extenrin  the reach of a previous al orithm specialiger to the Cliforr+T 
 ate set. We implementer the new simulaton methors anr user them to simulate quantum
al orithms with 40-50 qu its anr over 60 non-Cliforr  atesn without resortn  to hi h-
performance computers. We report a simulaton of the Quantum Approximate Optmigaton 
Al orithm in which we process superpositons of χ ~ 106 sta iliger states anr sample from 
the full n- it output ristri utonn improvin  on previous simulatons which user ~103 
sta iliger states anr sampler only from sin le-qu it mar inals. We also simulater instances 
of the Hirren Shif al orithm with circuits inclurin  up to 64 T  ates or 16 CCZ  ates; these
simulatons showcase the performance  ains availa le  y optmigin  the recompositon of a 
circuit's non-Cliforr components.



Ro ert Raussenrorf (UBC Vancouvert
Cohomological oframewiork ofor contextual quantum computations

We rescri e a cohomolo ical framework for measurement  aser quantum computaton in 
which the essental informaton a out the computatonal output is container in topolo ical 
invariantsn namely elements of two cohomolo y  roups. The same invariants are also a 
contextuality witnesses. They  ive rise to funramental computatonal structures unrerlyin  
measurement  aser quantum computaton.

Talk sessions

Daniel Miller (HHU Düsselrorft
Propagation oof generalized Pauli errors in qudit Cliford circuits

We introruce the noton of an error pro a ility tensorn a tool which can  e user to track the
error statstcs of qurits within quantum circuits composer out of qurit Cliforr  ates anr 
 eneraliger Pauli error channels. Our framework is compat le with qurit sta iliger quantum 
error correcton cores (QECCst. We explain how the error pro a ility tensor can  e applier 
in the most  eneral casen anr perform an error analysis of a qurit repeater line to 
remonstrate the usefulness of this approach. For an entan ler staten which is ristri uter 
with a repeater line without error correctonn we provire a closer expression of its error 
statstcs. Also for quantum repeatersn which use a certain class of QECCsn we perform an 
error analysis  y employin  our new tool.

Patrick Rall (University of Texas in Austnt
Scimulating Quantum Circuits by Schufing Paulis

Veriicaton of NISQ era quantum revices remanrs fast classical simulaton of lar e noisy 
quantum circuits. We present an al orithm  aser on the sta iliger formalism that can 
efciently simulate noisy sta iliger circuits. Arritonallyn the protocol can efciently simulate 
a lar e set of mult-qu it mixer states that are not mixtures of sta iliger states. The 
existence of these  ounr states was previously only known for orr-rimensional systems 
like qutrits. The al orithm also has the favora le property that circuits with repolarigin  
noise are simulater much faster than unitary circuits. This work  uilrs upon a similar 
al orithm  y Bennink et al. (Phys. Rev. A 95n 062337t anr utliges a framework  y Pashayan 
et al. (Phys. Rev. Let. 115n 070501t.

Markus Heinrich (University of Colo net
Robustness oof Magic and Scymmetries oof the Sctabiliser Polytope

We  ive a new al orithm for computn  the ro ustness of ma ic - a measure of the utlity of
quantum states as a computatonal resource. Our work is motvater  y the ma ic state 
morel of fault-tolerant quantum computaton. In this moreln all unitaries  elon  to the 
Cliforr  roup. Non-Cliforr operatons are efecter  y injectn  non-sta iliser statesn which 
are referrer to as ma ic states in this context. Their ro ustness of ma ic measures the 



complexity of simulatn  the circuit usin  a classical Monte Carlo al orithm. It is closely 
relater to the re ree ne atvity that slows rown Monte Carlo simulatons throu h the 
infamous si n pro lem. Surprisin lyn the ro ustness of ma ic is su multplicatve. This 
implies that the classical simulaton overhear scales su exponentally with the num er of 
injecter ma ic states -  eter than a naive analysis woulr su  est. Howevern reterminin  the
ro ustness of n copies of a ma ic state is rifcultn as its reiniton involves a convex 
optmisaton pro lem in a 4^n-rimensional space. In this papern we make use of inherent 
symmetries to reruce the pro lem to n rimensions. The total run-tme of our al orithmn 
while stll exponental in nn is super-polynomially faster than previously pu lisher methors. 
We provire a computer implementaton anr  ive the ro ustness of up to 10 copies of the 
most commonly user ma ic states. Guirer  y the exact resultsn we inr an ansatg for 
approximate solutons that can  e evaluater in polynomial tme anr yielr ri orous upper 
 ounrs to the ro ustness. Technicallyn we use symmetries of the sta iliser polytope to 
connect the ro ustness of ma ic to the  eometry of a low-rimensional convex polytope 
 enerater  y certain si ner quantum wei ht enumerators. As a  y-proructn we 
characteriser the automorphism  roup of the sta iliser polytopen anrn more  enerallyn of 
projectons onto complex projectve 3-resi ns.

James Serron (University Colle e Lonront
Resource-Theoretic Characterization oof Non-Sctabilizer Operations

The Gotesman-Knill theorem shows that sta iliger circuits can  e efciently simulater on a 
classical computer. For more  eneral circuitsn the classical simulaton cost is expecter to 
scale exponentally with the amount of non-sta iliger resources requirer. Meanwhilen in the 
ma ic state morel of quantum computatonn non-sta iliger states are a costly resource 
requirer to promote Cliforr circuits to universality. This motvates the quanticaton of 
resource costs for non-sta iliger states anr operatons. Previous work introrucer the 
ro ustness of ma icn a well- ehaver quantier of non-sta iligerness for statesn which is a 
monotone unrer sta iliger channels. This can  e naturally extenrer to quantfy the cost 
associater with ria onal  ates in the thirr level of the Cliforr hierarchy. The queston of 
how  est to quantfy the cost of more  eneral non-sta iliger operatons on qu its remains 
open. In this work we extenr the ro ustness framework to  eneral quantum operatons on 
qu its.

Hakop Pashayan (University of Syrneyt
From estimation oof quantum probabilities to simulation oof quantum circuits

We show that there are two ristnct aspects of a  eneral quantum circuit that can make it 
harr to efciently simulate with a classical computer. The irst aspectn which has  een well-
sturiern is that it can  e harr to efciently estmate the pro a ility associater with a 
partcular measurement outcome. Howevern we show that this aspect alone roes not 
retermine whether a quantum circuit can  e efciently simulater. The seconr aspect is thatn
in  eneraln there can  e an exponental num er of `relevant' outcomes that are neerer for 
an accurate simulatonn anr so efcient simulaton may not  e possi le even in situatons 
where the pro a ilites of inrivirual outcomes can  e efciently estmater. We show that 
these two aspects are ristnctn the former  ein  necessary  ut not sufcient for simula ility 
whilst the pair is jointly sufcient for simula ility.



Jan-Åke Larsson (Linköpin s Universitett
Efficient simulation oof some quantum computer algorithms

A lon -stanrin  aim of quantum informaton research is to unrerstanr what  ives quantum 
computers their arvanta e. Such an unrerstanrin  woulr  e of  reat  eneit when 
atemptn  to  uilr a quantum computer. Here we present a framework that simulates a 
riscretgaton of phase space. It only uses classical resources  ut stll is a le to efciently 
runn for example Deutsch-Jogsa anr Simons al orithmsn anr also can run Shors factorin  
al orithm with some systematc errors. We have also shower this explicitly  y factorin  15 
usin  classical pass-transistor lo icn with smaller systematc errors than any former 
experimental implementatonn anr the same amount of resources in tme anr space as a 
scala le quantum computer. Our results  ive further insi ht into the resources neerer for 
quantum computaton.

Juan Bermejo-Ve a (FU Berlint
Contextuality and Wigner ofunction negatitity in qubit quantum computation

We rescri e schemes of quantum computaton with ma ic states on qu its for which 
contextuality anr ne atvity of the Wi ner functon are necessary resources possesser  y 
the ma ic states. These schemes satsfy a constraint. Namelyn the non-ne atvity of Wi ner 
functons must  e preserver unrer all availa le measurement operatons. Furthermoren we 
irentfy strin ent consistency conritons on such computatonal schemesn revealin  the 
 eneral structure  y which ne atvity of Wi ner functonsn harrness of classical simulaton of
the computatonn anr contextuality are connecter.

Cihan Okay (UBC Vancouvert
The cohomological and the resource-theoretic perspectite on quantum contextuality: common 
ground through the contextual ofraction

We unify the resource-theoretc anr the cohomolo ical perspectve on quantum 
contextuality. At the center of this uniicaton stanrs the noton of the contextual fracton. 
For  oth symmetry anr parity  aser contextuality proofsn we esta lish cohomolo ical 
invariants which are witnesses of state-repenrent contextuality. We provire two results 
invokin  the contextual fractonn namely (it reinements of lo ical contextuality inequalitesn 
anr (iit upper  ounrs on the classical cost of Boolean functon evaluatonn  iven the 
contextual fracton of the corresponrin  measurement- aser quantum computaton.


